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Community Talk Shares AA Experience

> Saints Back At Home
> Rival Tourism Bodies To Merge
Community members and health professionals at the Murgon Hospital conference room on Thursday
afternoon … the guests listened as information was shared about Alcoholics Anonymous by Brian (not
pictured)
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> Bree Joins RDA Committee

Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women who share their experience, strength and hope with
each other …

> Community Talk Shares AA Experience

Some of this experience and hope was shared on Thursday afternoon when more than 30 people – community
members and health professionals – crowded into the Conference Room at Murgon Hospital to enjoy lunch
and hear a public information talk from a visiting AA member.

> WIN Closes
Wide Bay Newsroom

> LNP Calls For Bushfire Report

> Farmers Alarmed By ‘Blue Dot’ Maps

Brian*, from the Sunshine Coast, is accompanying a group of AA members who are doing a “tag-along” tour of
regional areas to support smaller AA groups.
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They began their trip in Lightning Ridge and have already visited a string of Queensland towns.
They will be staying overnight in Proston on Friday and Saturday and from there will be heading to
Mundubbera.
Brian took the opportunity of the visit to the South Burnett to arrange a public information meeting in
Murgon to explain what AA is all about to local health professionals, religious leaders and other
community members.
He said his overview was to dispel some myths: “AA is not what you see on TV”.
Brian said alcoholism was an individual problem that affected the whole community.
AA believed alcoholism was a disease. It was not about a bad person becoming good, or a weak person
becoming strong.
The self-help group had a program which helped people to live their lives so they no longer needed to drink.
The former National Serviceman said he had started drinking at age 15 and attended his first AA meeting in
1971.
Brian shared some of his story with the guests as well as providing a brief overview of the history of
AA in Australia (it began in 1942).
According to the AA website, there are more than 2000 AA meetings held every week in Australia.
In the South Burnett, meetings are held weekly in Proston, Kingaroy and Nanango.
Information was also shared about Al-Anon, a separate support group for the family, friends and other relatives
of alcoholics.
An Al-Anon group meets weekly in Nanango.
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For more information about Alcoholics Anonymous phone 1300-222-222, or for Al-Anon Family Groups
phone 1300-252-666.
A public AA meeting with the tag-along visitors will be held in Proston from 6:00pm on Friday in the small
building opposite Proston Town Hall.
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[* AA members ask to preserve their anonymity in the media]
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